
Want to know more? Order your samples on www.aslanfolien.de

14 sparkling colours, 
21 further colours on 
request

Very high number and homogeneous 
arrangement of glitter particles for 
perfect light reflection

Surface protection film also 
serves as a transfer tape

High-quality, structured feel

14 sparkling colours, 
21 further colours on 
request
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  very high number and homogeneous arrangement 
of glitter particles for perfect light reflection to 
maximum effect

  14 sparkling colours

  consistent, high-quality, structured feel

  printable using UV flatbed printers

  very easy to apply due to material thickness of 350 μm

  high adhesion on many substrates and clean removal 
from, e.g. glass and metal

  adhesive and glitter coating Made in Germany

 very good plotting properties

  supplied with a surface protection film which also 
serves as a transfer tape

  for a minimum order of 500 metres linear 21 further 
colours are available

  dimensionally stable, no shrinkage

  PVC, VOC and solvent free product

  width of 137 cm

  available in 12.5 and 25 metres

The 350 µm thick SparkleColour ASLAN SC 123 with glitter particles in 14 different colours creates particularly eye-
catching effects in store design, architecture and trade fair construction. With a very high number of glitter particles, 
the decorative film offers perfect, homogeneous light reflection with maximum effect and, ideally when used under 
light, the coloured polyester glitter particles sparkle like finest rhinestones. 

Advantages:

More glitter, more glamour

SELF-ADHESIVE DECORATIVE FILM WITH PARTICULARLY MANY GLITTER PARTICLES

SparkleColour ASLAN SC 123



Please contact us
Fon +49 2204 708 80
E-Mail info@aslanfolien.de

ASLAN Selbstklebefolien GmbH | Oberauel 2 | 51491 Overath | Germany

For more information please visit
www..aslanfolien.de

Order your 
samples on
www.aslanfolien.de
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Characteristics SparkleColour ASLAN SC 123

Face film PET with glitter coating

Thickness 350 µm

Adhesive semi permanent, solvent-free

suitable for UV curable inks in flatbed printing

Top liner
PVC, polymeric softened, glossy, 
transparent, 75 μm

Surface
smooth surfaces such as glass, 
metal, plastic, etc.

Outdoor durability
seasonal, depending on 
weather conditions

Dimensions 1.37 m x 25 m and 12.5 m

Application

Long-term applications on smooth surfaces indoors for the 
design of special room concepts and as eye-catching high-
lights, e.g. in

  shop fitting and retail/store design, shopping malls
  interior design on walls, furniture, doors, counters, lifts
  shop window design, point-of-sale, point-of-purchase
  art installations, museums, galleries
 hotel, gastronomy and events
  stage design/TV set decoration
 trade fair construction
 fashion sector
  craft market


